Swami Dayananda AIM for Seva
Chatralayam for Boys

Student Strength: 50

SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT
We use solar energy at our hostels and in the process are leaving green footprints in a small space. All the 50 students enjoy gardening and vie with each other in a healthy way to see whose plant is doing better.

CELEBRATIONS
Independence Day was celebrated in a grand manner and all the students took active part in making the event a highly successful one.

LIBRARY
As the world gets visual around us with photos and videos being the preferred mode of communication, we are trying our best to retain reading habits in our students. To this end, a library room opened doors this year at the hostel.

VISITS
Our well wishers drop in regularly and interact with our students.

WELLNESS
The students have become so well versed in the yoga postures that it is such an inspiration for those who watch. Prayers and lessons on moral values are an integral part of the students’ daily routine. This has helped in moulding their young minds to become benevolent human beings.

ACADEMICS
The hostel has shown a 100% pass percentage.

AFTER SCHOOL SUPPORT
Thanks to evening tuitions, the pass rate in the hostel has moved up to 100% from 85% earlier.

SPORT
Our students love the outdoors and they are football buffs. Our boys’ team won the 1st prize in Kabaddi game held at their school (ZPPS, Yadavaram). K Pavan, a 6 standard student won the second prize in the Kho kho game.
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